Desert Farm is an NFT Game Based on
Wax Blockchain

Desert Farm is an NFT game built on the WAX blockchain. We
have introduced the survival of people on Earth as a Play to
Earn mechanism in this Game.
The goal of each player is to survive in the desert. Therefore,
players will involve themselves in various tasks, such as
fulfilling their basic needs.

The White Paper and Website is to explain the Functionalities of
the Project Desert Farm Game. The Contents May be subject to
change. We have used our intellectual properties on the Project
Desert Farm, including text, images, audio, and videos. However,
desert Farm is Just a Game, and it is not an investment to
Promise any financial returns from the game and does not
promise any profit guarantee.

Researchers have put forward various opinions about the origin of
the Earth, its destruction, impact on the human race, and
extinction of creatures.While Part of the Earth is affected by
disasters like global warming, seasonal alteration, drought, flood,
Etc, part of the Earth has seen progress and development in
various fields like science and technology.
After millions of years, Aliens from Andromeda Galaxy enter the
Earth. Their scope is to seize our Earth and to settle in it. So
they begin to destroy the humans on the Earth.In this situation,
Humans came to know that Aliens can't enter the desert because
the climatic temperature of the desert seems to be a threat to
alien's life.But Tragedy is when humans find out this truth, the
Human race on the Earth is almost on the edge of extinction.To
secure their Life from Aliens, people entered the desert as a
refuge. Among them, Patagonian people from Argentina seem to
be the most intelligent.
The Patagonian Desert is located primarily in Argentina was
bounded by the Andes to its west, and the Atlantic Ocean to its
east, in Patagonia, southern Argentina. To the north grades into
the Cuyo Region and the Monte. It became a challenge for that
small group of people to lead the life in the Patagonian Desert.
For the survival of the Human race in the Desert land, they
decided to separate required water from the atmosphere. They
also decided to separate necessary nutrients from sand to plant
crops and raise livestock in the desert land.
While Aliens are looking for a way to enter the desert, People in
the Patagonian Desert plan to prepare the most powerful weapons
to fight against aliens and destroy them.

Patagonian people worked hard to save the Earth from aliens,
bring back Earth to its normal state, and lead a peaceful life.

1. Create an Account at https://allaccess.wax.io/ or https://greymass.com/en/anchor/download/
2. Login to the Account
3. Deposit Wax to the Wallet https://support.lgnd.art/hc/en-us/
articles/4402718831127-WAX-Cloud-Wallet-Guide
4. Login to Desert Farm Game on www.play.desertfarm.io
Start playing by having at least one tool in your account. You can purchase
tools through our tools drop or from the Atomic Hub
market https://wax.atomichub.io/explorer/collection/desertfarmingame

There are four proposed resources in our Game So far. They are
Desert Farm Water (DFW)
Desert Farm Energy (DFE)
Desert Farm Token (DFARM)
Desert Farm Food (DFF)
Survivors can mine these tokens from Different Types of NFT Tools with Different
Rarities such as Common, Rare, Epic, and Legendary.

When people escaped into the desert, they traveled towards the East of Patagonia, where lies
the Atlantic Ocean, to collect water. They found it very challenging, as they had to travel a long
distance. Some people gave up their lives during the expedition in search of water.
Being fatigued, people decided to make tools to meet their needs. So, using the broken tools
they bought, including Air conditioners, They made their first tool called Water Tools. These
tools provide an adequate amount of water depending on the rarity.
Types of Water Tools:
Water Producer Water Generator
Water Extractor Water Plant
To gather the required quantity of water, players should mine from Water tools of any
rarity. People can craft tools of any rarity with the help of tokens generated. The consumption
of tokens for crafting depends on the rarity of the tools. Depending on the rarity of the tools,
the consumption of mining resources will increase While Crafting each tool.

People who escaped into the Desert need enough nutrients to survive in the Desert
and lead a healthy life. So they made Energy Tools using advanced technologies.
These Energy Tools provide them with the essential nutrients. These essential
nutrients are together called Energy in Desert Farm.

Energy Tools provide required energy in Desert Farm Energy (DFE) Tokens.
Types of Energy Tools:
Energy
Energy
Energy
Energy

Producer
Extractor
Generator
Plant

DFARM is the native token of Survivors. Associates of any rarity will produce DFARM tokens.
So we can craft Associates using DFARM tokens.
ASSOCIATES:
Associates provide an advantage of reducing mining time and give a bonus on mining
resources. Desert Farm has four types of associates for water tools and energy tools. Each of
these associates is of a different rarity.
Types of Associates:
Basic Associates
Primary Associates
Standard Associates
Premium Associates

Survivors realized that they need more healthy food to survive in the
desert for a long time. So they converted the desert soil into agricultural
lands with water and Energy, which they gathered and started growing
Crops. People began to cultivate crops by using the seed they brought with
them. The principal crops are Barley, Dates, Corn, Oats, and the Harvest
from these are called Desert Farm Food- DFF, produced from food
Generating tools.

The 2nd Generation of Survivors has started focusing on Livestocks such as Camels,
Desert Bighorn Sheep, Cashmere Goats, and Wild Horses. These cattle are in the
form of NFTs. Each of these NFTs has its level of rarity.

Survivors started to lay Roads to travel to different places to Open Weapon Factories.
These Weapons are in the form of NFTs. Each of these NFTs has its level of rarity.
They are using the Blue Print of the Weapons they created to craft these. Survivors
have started to attack the enemy earlier than ever expected.

Players can upgrade Desert Farm tools of lower rarity into higher rarity tools. This process allows the
burning of NFTs, limiting NFT supply in the market. While there is no fee for upgrading, there will be an
increment in Mining Resource consumption per upgrading process which also reflects on crafting. While
upgrading, we will consider the present crafting cost of the tools depending on their rarity. (For
example: If the player upgrade a rare tool to epic tool, We will consider the present crafting cost of an
epic tool)

DFARM

4Team Formation ✔
Project Planning ✔
Developing Idea ✔
Logic Development ✔

WhitePaper Release ✔
Website Launch ✔
Community Development ✔
Atomichub Verification

Research & training ✔
Interface Development ✔
Community Development ✔
Registering company ✔
Website Design ✔
Game Development ✔

Tools Drop
Game Launch
Associates Drop

Beta Testing ✔
Token Listing on Alcor ✔
Seeds Drop
In Game Exchange

Weapons Drop

3-

Implementing community
proposals.
New Roadmap Release
2nd WhitePaper Release

We will introduce an inbuilt game exchange to Buy/Sell tokens inside the Game.
We will use the DFARM token as the trading token in inbuilt game exchange.

BI Technology Developments Limited incorporated in Suite 1, Second
Floor, Sound & Vision House, Francis Rachel Str., Victoria, Mahe,
Seychelles. Where BI means Blockchain International, BI Technology
Developments Limited is developing the Desert Farm Game.

These are the Total Supply of the Present Desert Farm Game
45000000000.0000 DFW
45000000000.0000 DFE
45000000000.0000 DFF
15000000000.0000 DFARM

Crafting

1. How much Mining resources are required to upgrade a tool?
Depending on the crafting cost and rarity of the tool, you can
calculate the Mining Resources required to upgrade a tool.

2. We know that you will increase crafting costs after successful
crafting. Will you increase the crafting cost after each successful
upgrade?
Yes, Upgrading is also crafting.

3. Why are we not charging any fee for Upgrading?
We want to motivate the Upgraded tools to burn the tokens
generated; this will also limit the players from selling low rarity tools
on the secondary market at low prices.

Game
1. What is Desert Farm Game?
Desert Farm is a Play to Earn NFT Game built on Wax Blockchain.

2. What is the use of associates?

Associates reduce mining time and provide an additional bonus for
mining resources. It will also offer DFARM Tokens.

3. How will you calculate the Associate's bonus and tokens
consumption percentage?
We will calculate tokens consumption and bonus based on the number
of NFTs you use to mine on the game.

Others

1. Is it possible to get water and energy or nutrients from desert
sand?
The atmosphere has water, and it is possible to split water from it.
Desert sand have significantly less energy or nutrients, but if we
process much sand, it is possible to get some energy or nutrients
from the desert sand, which will be helpful to cultivate small areas.
But this is a game, so we know there is no need to dig deep into the
logic.

2. Why have you registered your company in Seychelles?
Seychelles is a cryptocurrency-friendly country. Binance also
registered its exchange in Seychelles.

3. What do you mean by Inbuilt Game Exchange?
We want to have an inbuilt game exchange to trade tokens inside the
game. We will use the DFARM token as the trading token in inbuilt
game exchange.

